
 

 

GRAND MASTER Rabbi  RELIGIOUS 
ADVISER Sex Change  

HASH CASH Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH NERD Bigfoot  

HARE RAISER Jake the Peg 0492 065 565 HASH TRASH Sex Change  

HASH BOOZE Cheesecake 0448 841 912 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH CATS PISS Structure Fucker 0412 621 032 HASH RECYCLER Overproof 0424 955 426 

HASH FLASH Raw Liver 0418 460 188    

 

Run 2270 
More hashers get a life in Lawnton, or have their cake and eat it Run- The Pounda Run 

 

Well bugger me with a fishfork if we didn’t have a few momentous moments at tonight’s hash. Not only did we realise 
that if Dog and Chunda had put their hash subs into a mortgage instead of hash they would have paid them off years 
ago, but we also got the benefit of the wisdom of some itinerant and long time hashers in the form of: Abbo, G-Spot, 
To and From, Farkarwee. In truth, their wasn’t much wisdom but instead a great opportunity to catch up with and 
interact with past tragics and for them to welcome Dog and Chunda into the 1000 runs club. 

The run itself, set by Pounda, was a masterstroke in not undersetimnating the care factor of runners and walkers on a 
humid evening in the wilds of Lawnton. 4.75 km of the flattest, easiest (some would say insipid, but not I) terrain was 
greeted by the largest (8) running pack in some time. Of note was the fact that Chunda, running on 1 calf and one foot 
due to old man’s injuries, managed to outpace the asthmatic hash horn (Wheelbarrow). Admittedly, waiting for those 
2 at regroups added a shitload of time on to the run, but this was a day for having fun and so the running elite of Sister 
Sludge, B1, Abbo and Cheesey, waited with equanimity and a few sledges of those slow fuckers. 

The circle was an amusing (well what else would you expect with ten Fingers as RA) affair, craftily controlled by the 
puppet master that was the stand in GM. The skill is making people feel they are important and have a lot to 
contribute. 😊😊 Abbo’s run report was too fair, To and From’s about right, and the hare and Beet-a Root reluctantly 
(well, Beet-a-Root was) quaffed something in recognition. 

I said at the outset that this was a notable occasion, not just for Dog and Chunda, but also because Cheesey had 
amassed 800 runs and was presented with a badge by To and From. Abbo presented Dog’s 1000 run badge with some 
nice words, and G-Spot presented to Chunda. It may have been the other way round but who gives a monkey’s. 



 

After the hamburger feast (Nice work team Pounda and Beet a Root) the cherry on top was a very large and rish 
chocolate cake, baked by Beet a Root, iced by Cheesy and with a very ugly mug shot on top. The champs cut it together 
as they looked lovingly into each other’s eyes. It was very sweet, as was the cake. All in all an awesome evening. Well 
done all for the turn out and participation. 

 

 

It was also a night for returnees and the following were recognised: 
Abbo 
G-Spot and Wet Spot 
Farkarwee and Country Girl 
To and From  
NASA 



Clacker and Yakkety 
Long time Coming and Wrong Way (via Phillipines) 
Wheelbarrow 
Radar 
 

The weekly hash Odes 
This week’s immortalised members were Pounda and Jake the Peg as follows: 
POUNDA 
Some think him a big grumpy hippo 
Who sleeps in the sun to get hot 
And when he’s not sleeping he can’t beat a root 
Which he apparently likes doing a lot  
 
But maybe he’s rather a gorilla so hairy 
And the thing that he likes to do best 
Is to look all ferocious and scary 
While scratches his arse with the rest 
 
Or perhaps in the army he’s a bit porcine 
Or if you prefer, a grunt 
While most would assume that he just drives a truck 
Others might take some affront 
 
To the thought that I could be so rude 
And crass to call him a C 
Cos just cos he likes to drink, fart and root 
That makes him just like you and me. 

 
JAKE THE PEG 
Talking shit is normal for so many hashy folk 
It pours on out from every crack you don’t have to be woke 
To understand that triple HHH attracts a certain breed 
Who’s scatalogical propensity one doesn’t have to feed 
 
Take Jake the Peg for start, a witty wordy /type 
He’ll make up stories every week, he’ll amp up all the hype 
But recent efforts confirmed his toilet humour’s keen 
A poem worthy of the champ a large poo did demean 
 
Now let us not tar Jake the Peg with any profane brush 
He brings us humour, runs and fun with wordplay rather lush 
But fescennine obscenities and shitty mots des jeux  
Nous donnent un grand bouche de nez et on veut un numero deux (Translation: gives us a blocked nose and makes us 
want to shit) 
 
Now all is fair in love and hash, and excremental views 
Should not colour our thoughts of Jake and his obsession with such poos 
In fact it does belie us all to underestimate 
His wild and wicked sense of humour that makes our bowels irate  



 
I finish now with kinder words not glib nor too inane 
We welcome humour in all forms though some is rather lame 
But Jake stands tall among the crowd for epithets sublime 
Which is we come on back to hash despite some shitty lines.  
 

Charges (Editorial note: these were under Ten Fingers’ purview, so I cant be held responsible for humour, veracity or 
memory) 
 
Hard to remember them all, but some as follows: 
 
Dog and Snakecharmer- apparently Dog likes something in the face, which seems like a role reversal 
Sister Sludge and Snakecharmer- Taking too many selfies as hash flash 

       
 
Ryvita- tackling the ground with her shoulder, accompanied by To and From, who did something similar on this run 
many years ago  

 
Dog and Chunda again- fuck knows what for, but they deserved it 

 
 
Others which I am too senile to remember 
 
Awards 
Big Prick- Killer to Ryvita 
Grub Shirt- B1 to Chunda 
Spit the Dummy- Ten Fingers to Vampire  



 
(Editorial Note: For the love of whichever deity you wish, if you’re going to award an award, please make it amusing 
or you’re just going to get to keep it) 
 
Announcements 

1. Keep your Covid to yourself and be respectful of fellow hashers 
2. Need more hares- one needed for 24 Jan and then sometimes in March 
3. Farkarwee- Rockhamption hash sometime 
4. AGPU- 3 March at Fig Jam’s place at Burpengary 

 

Next Week’s Run 

Titus (Andronicus; as a rat’s arse etc)- 10 Homestead Court, Dayboro 

       

    

 



      

 

     

            



 

     

       

     



      

    


